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r1 .„.- ri ,-a i Energy storage

This invention relates to the storage of electrical

energy , in particular to systems and methods for storxng

elecfrical energy in the for. of chemical bonds more

particularly chemical bonds formed by reaction of

hydrogen and carbon dioxide.

The rate of generation of electricity cannot always

readily be matched with demand. For example, if

ILctrLity is generated using solar energy, maximum

liectricity generation occurs on warm sunny days^hereas

maximum electricity demand may occur when rt s darK

and/or cold. Similar problems are encountered wxth

"her forms of electricity generation, in particular

fther forms of generation such as wind or wave power

Ire the rate of production of electricity can vary

unpredictably. Even with conventional power stations

which feed electricity into the national grxd

eiectricity demand is much higher durrng the day than

^Q r.-ir.ht- in an attempt to overcome these

ToblLrvrrfous methods have been used for the storage

of electricity.

Electrical energy can be stored in electrochemical

batteries which store electrical energy in th<
.

form of

chemical energy. Alternatively, electrrcrty can be
c

, ro eleotrolyse water to produce
used, for example, to electr y ^
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a hydrogen fuel cell to generate electricity (see for

example JP 9050820 and JP 8064220, .
Alternatively xt

has been proposed to use hydrogen generated from the

electrolysis of water to chemically reduce toluene to

, form methylcyclohexane <Th. H. Schucan et al, Seasonal

Storage of Electricity with Chemically Bound Hydrogen,

Electrical Energy Storage Systems Applications

Technologies Conference, Chester, OK, 16-18 June 1998,

.

Tecnnoi g
then stored until demand for

The methylcyclohexane xs unci

„ electricity increases. Dehydrogenation of the

methylcyclohexane then releases hydrogen which can be

Tsed in fuel cells for the generation of electrxcxty.

However, the known systems for storing electricity

15 are expensive and inflexible and do not readily lend

"
hemseLes to storing varying amounts of electrxca

energy over time. Thus, if batterxes are to be used a

Targe number of batteries must be provided permanently

to take into account the maximum possible electrxcal

20 energy which may need to be stored. Batterxes also

suffer from the disadvantages that they are both heavy

and expensive. similarly, hydrogen gas adsorptxon

sforage systems are inflexible and reguire large amounts

of the adsorbing material to be ready in order to take

25 Into account the maximum possible electrical energy

r„ be stored. In addition, there are

IT. y^irLsocxated the storage of hydrogen gas

Le to its potentially explosive nature. Sxmxlarly,

toluene -methylcyclohexane
system requires the

30 preliminary storage of large amounts of toluene whxch

is both toxic and flammable, in readiness for use to

store electrical energy.

There is therefore still a need for a system and

..h a= for storing electrical energy whxch are

"
e en lonmLtally friendly and easily adaptable

to wldei; differing rates of electricity generatxon.
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According to one aspect of the present invention,

there is therefore provided a system for the storage of

electrical energy, said system comprising electrolysis

means connectable to supplies of water and electricity

5 and operable to provide the electrolysis of water to

generate hydrogen, reaction means for receiving hydrogen

generated by said electrolysis means, the reaction means

providing the reaction of said hydrogen with carbon

dioxide to form a storage compound, means for the supply

10 of carbon dioxide to said reaction means, and storage

means connected to said reaction means for the storage

of said storage compound. As discussed below, the

system preferably further comprises regeneration means

for the generation of electrical energy either- directly

15 or indirectly from the storage compound.

As used herein, a storage compound is any carbon-

containing compound that may be produced via the

reaction of hydrogen and carbon dioxide, or from the

20 further reaction of methanol produced by the initial

reaction of carbon dioxide and hydrogen, for example an

organic compound such as methanol or a higher alcohol

(e.g. a C 2 _ 8 alcohol), preferably methanol, a

Fischer-Tropsch liquid, Mobil gasoline, or a Cx_ 8 acid,

25 C^g- aldehyde, Ci_ 8 - ether or C^- hydrocarbon, preferably a

Ci_ 4 acid, -aldehyde, C1H -ether or -hydrocarbon,

more preferably a Cx-acid, C^-aldehyde, Cj-ether or

Cr hydrocarbon. Methanol is an especially preferred

storage compound. The storage compound may be a gas,

30 liquid or solid under standard conditions of temperature

and pressure. For ease of transfer and storage, the

storage compound is preferably a liquid under standard

conditions. The storage compound may be formed as a

mixture with water and may optionally be stored as such

35 a mixture rather than being separated from the water and

dried

.
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The electricity supply may
^ father

The system may it sex i.

example »^
y^erating means, whereby

compr.se electnci
and supplied to the

electricity may be gene
ci generating means

electrolysis^^ ating means .
Examples of

may be any conventional^

citable ^-^r; nHave-powerea generators,

wind-powered generator ^ ^ ^ ^
These are P^1^ are pre£erred generating -ana.

invention. box<*J- f

riir ~r..r. rr:.=
connectable to t y deioniser.

supply connected v»
de . ionised „ater may be

Alternatively, a tank ^ a domestlc

provided for—^ay suItablv be water from the

setting, the water supp y
de „ lonised using

household^l ôg

h

;
S

«cially available water

Trr/sis ::rre
Y

n' ComPrise .
—

so that they may use mains water.

Suitable —.r^rr ^

Teledyne Brown Engineering of Maryla

mav be any means suitable tor

The reaction means may be a y ^^ a

the reaction of hy^J th^ ^^ ^ ^ ar

30 storage compound.
one or more catalysts, and

TUe means opt.on.ll comp ^ pressuri21ng

are optionally suppled « paction of

means. catalysts and^ondrt ions ^
hydrogen with carbon ^-de for exampie The

35 compounds are well known- the ^
catalyst Handbook, 2nd E ^ ^ ^^ one

university Press, 193'.

25
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nresent in the reaction means,^ °£ C

ZTl ^ -as. in order to

£or example i s« ^ produced by
convert any initial rea ^ ^
reaction of hydrogen with ca

Plscher-Tropsch

5 desired storage c=^_ ^ £urther reaction of

liquids - - ^ - Lira carbon monoxide, whilst

of initially formed methanol.

10 -I,, t-he reaction means and the

^^Teans'ry b coined such that a storage

electrolyse means may
petrochemical conversion

compound is

-;;;bo
b

n

y

dtxide . containing electrolyte

^ Stable electrode (see for example Banai et

1S using a suitable
2157-2160, Frese

al ., J. Electrochem. Soc, .

^ ^
et al J -

Electrochem. Soc, 1984, 131,

t,ett 1986, 897-898, Kaputsa et al
.

,
J-

et al.. Chem. Lett. 19 . ^ et

Electrochem. Soc, 1983,

20 solar Energy, 1986, 37, 41-45).

* Jn the electrolysis means may

The hyarogen produced m the
.^atively

,

, ..„ t-hp reaction means. Alternate jr

be fed directly to the ~ ^ ^ example a

the system may optionally P
temporary storage

» Poised cy in e o t nk, ^
of hydrogen before it

hnn dioxide supply means may comprise means

The carbon dioxiae Vv Such
r,f rarbon dioxide from the air.

for the extraction of carbon
Hirayama et

„==™<= are known m the art u. »
extraction means are x

Tnt- ernational Conference

al ,
Proceedings of the ^J^\\ s^,

on Carbon Oioxide^^^'^^ by Kobert

(1MS , and Polymeric Ca ^ ^^ &^
E. Resting, Ed. A.K. *n for

-i ~ membranes which may t>«

(1993)) . -r example, membr^ ^
tne extraction ^
are available commercially

30

35
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Texas Alternatively or

system of H-f°n

;arbon dioxide supply means may

additionally, the carbo
q£ carbon

comprise means *~
gaaeaaB ,

li^id or solid

dioxide which may be s ^ commercially in

form. Carbon dioxxde

. liauid or solid form,
gaseous, nq^J-^

. - de supply means may alternatively

the carbon droxrde sup y £rom

comprise .eans for the^ industrlal exhauSt

power station flue gases or ot
g CarbonU using Known^^J^^ mi

D1oxide
Removal from Coal ^ Rluwer ^oem^c

Environment
Vol 1 . * Ch ^ may

PUbU
C°s--ro flue gases,

comprise 5 2t>

av be any means suitable for the

The storage means may
^ ^ for example tanks,

storage of «- J^^' means may be any

dru-s or the like. The amount of

0 suitable size taking into acc^
^^ ^ ^ one

ele=tri=al energy rt r ^ use may

stage. For example, a sy
c size to raerely

involve a -orage mea

;
^ . ,

store excess electrrca ^ generatlon of

panel during the course Y
system ,

a

electricity
during the night. ^ storage

correspondingly
^er^ / che reaction means

means may be at
^.»»=e

^ _ ^^ pumps or

and the system may *«th
transfer of the storage

other suitable means for t ^ means .

compound from the reaction me ^ ^ may

For example, in a ^ o£ the house,

uprise a ^J^J^ ~ ^ ^
whiXst the ^tr°ly

house or garage.
located inside the n

25

35

- of the system further

A preferred embodxment of the
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25

«= for the generation of

electrical energy ex
a pump or other

storage compound. If
^ ^ trans£er the storage

citable means may be P ^ ^ regeneration

comPouna .ro. t

-;;;;;of means may a .»u->i.

means. The ^«atl° compound

£uei cell £or the—
For example, US 4524113

direc,ly to eiectrrcal energy ^^
discloses a methanol ^ methanol . If oxygen

be used if the storage compoun ^^ lt may

ls quired for
air. MternatWely

,

r:e^rmeis;.^ :

—
* as a by-product from

.

,

a ; s produced as a uy *

I£ carbon droxrde P
recyclea to the

the fuel cell or ^^n ^h further hydrogen. In

reaction means for
dioxide supply means may

such
circumstances ^ «*

Ung of carbon dioxide from

:rr/-orgenerator.

dioxide,
optionally toget^' ^ rf the

or other suitable _ £or example SB U,^) •

hydrogen into e^"1"
further reaction means to

If the system '^"^ back into hydrogen, then

convert the storage compos ^ rf hydrogen .

the system may be <«ed
of hydrogen forms .

Such a system for ^^ ion . l£ the system « to

further feature of th
then the

be used for the by some other source

electrolysis means ro

^ reaction means.

o£ hydrogen connectable

35
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15

20

The £urther ^°»;z
s ™:i:z™zi^ —

suitable for * ^ suitable means

hydrogen and optional y re£ormers.

Ie known in the art » conversion are also

suitable
catalysts to

£uel ceU . are also

known in the art
e thQse available

toown in the art, £
gystems Inc . o£ Bri

commercially fro.^ dioxide so produced .ay

Columbia, Canada. Tn
ion with further

separated and recyc^^ the oarbon dioxrde

hydrogen. means £or the recyclmg of

"from the regeneration means.

The regeneration—^^ "^U-
thereby any ^P^/^ Ttorage compound hack into

£rom the conversxon of the before the

hydrogen
and carbon di«xd= »

£uel cell For

hydrogen is ^alytic oxidation of carbon

example, mean*^

t

monoxide may be in

nerated from the storage means

The electricity
gen-rat ^ demand .

may be used to
r^Ttion means could comprise

srrr^i —icity couia

pOWer
the vehicle.

25

30

35

ferred embodiment, the system of

In another P«£e

"fses an internal
combustxon

invention
further °oW»~ or storage

engine in which tn-^orag. ^ ^ a ^ Th

eXamPleaVehiC18
'

t of the —on, the system

In another ^^..ction means whereby the

further comprises a fur
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H or storage compound/water mixture may

storage compound or stoJ to produce other

be reacted -r u.t* ^ ^ use£ul as

rrT^.rr/rSocelr and the necessary

circuitry-

electrical energy utilising
of eiecci

following steps:

the method comprising the toi

20

25

(a)

(b)

(d)

30

35

• „f water to yield hydrogen;
electrolysis of water y carbQn

-^ of the hydrogen from step (a)

Tetovo™ I- on;

;

storage compound,

optionally in a mixture wrth water

storage of said storage compound or

^™ATZTI"* -pound or storage

subsequent use or
internal

•"^-^JT-Tto^. -ectricity either

combustion engine or

directly or indirectly.

The method and system o£ -—^carbon
readily available compounds namely

dioxide, in the^ no particular

are cheap, readrly ava -le
; ^ ^^ ^ ^

storage problems. Elect
^

£orm of chemical energy n the ^ ^
storage compound formed dY

carbon dioxide.

retried out using

The electrolysis of water may be carr
b

conventional electrolysis^™ £or further

of water produces hydrogen whrch
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and oxygen which may be released to the air

r«^r^.«^~* °f the eiectroiysis step is

about 80% or greater.

aerated from the electrolysis step

The hydroger. g -rate
aiQxide ^ ^ a storage

is then xeac.
de£in£d water may also be

compound as
q£ the reaction. The storage

produced as a
or solid under standard

compound may be a gas, 4
Dressure For ease of

l0 conditions of ^ur. ^ ^und is pre£erably

transfer and storage,

a liquid under standard conditions.— an

: rd:rr trLrrt:rstage
1S hydrogen with ^ „t (see for example The

compounds are well known ^
Catalyst Handbook, 2nd Ed^ ^ ^ ^ ^
university Press ,

t<> produce

the reaction of b
210 -300°C,

20 methanol a tempe a u
' ^pressure of about

P
;:T-\ "l" - —0 bar, preferably

e Q no 6 Pa (60-90 bar) are suxtable. The

6 X
r t'Tbe a o ventional zinc

catalyst may be a
catalyst comprising

25 CatalYS
M°i

r

y « iXt -Per, 30, by weight Zinc

approximately 60. by
suitable catalysts

oxide and !0*^^ £rQm 1CI under the

include those available

trade name "51 Series".

dioxide may be stored m gase^
,^^ ^

35 ready for reaction as r q ^ .

s water ,

of the °f

ra

C

t

a

en
n

rom the storage compound and

which may be separated i
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* to the environment or recycled for use

safely "^ Rlternatively, the water may

in the ^-;r0ly" S

ix

S

t

t

u

e

r

P

e with the storage compound, for

" TTs a

1
!":1 component In a subseguent energy

example as a uset ^ ^ advantage that

5
regeneration step^ is nQt

separation of water

necessary.

10 for example by purgmg of u
by _

dioxide and/or by
then be recycled for

further use xn step < ^ ^ ^ s£ep „, .

whilst any water may be recy

•cal energy is stored in the form of chemical

E1ectrical energy
compound. The

energy in the bonds of the ^ a stMage

storage compound may be store ^ ^ be

tank, until there rs a need ^ ^
regenerated by releasr g ^ ".^ will depend on

chemical bonds. The pe
to Meeks

the circumstances but may vary from ^

^

~— Th

i :rrh ::: - u*.
for the storage of sue ^ ^ ^ ^
drums or

t ^ amount of

suitable sr.e taking ^^ at any one

electrical energy rt rs ^
time. For example, a by-

slze to merely— 3

ss7lect7i al energy Ponced from a solar

store excess electr generation of

panel during the course of ^ vely. it -V *
electricity during the

solar panel s (or

desired to store ^ ^ summer for

any other source of ele means

use in the winter, m which
lnvenCion therefore

Tir

a1lexirie

m
mro;

£

fo: the storage of electrical

provides a liexiuj-

20

25
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energy -

When demand for electrical energy increases, the

energy stored in the chemical bonds of the storage
energy

released and used to generate

Z n may need to be further processed to ensure

The hydrogen may need
carbon dioxide or

that it -o.'.^^'^ Lfere with the functioning

TZ "ce 1 Ise'gases may be removed using

1S of the fue c^ means such as the membrane

-m— or by using the

proceedings of the 29tn
Electric, Hydrid

20 Automotive Technology and Automation ^r V

and Alternative Fuel Vehicles, p 29 ^ "in! Company

Initial Conceptual^^^^^ lM4 .

ro^^drrLnct™ -

-

25 cell, it may be taken from the air.

Alternatively, if suitable *™\°*llB ™^
ly in

•n v.!. the storage compound may be used directly
available, the storey known

1 -i vnr example, methanol fuel ceiib

Tuei cell), carbon dioxide may be one of the by-

products of a methanol fuel cell.

A storage compound or a storage compound/water

30

35

electricity.
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hydrogen ana
*d ^ as a by .product ,

there

generator produces oar
sq

is an added advantage £^ with £urther

produCea - -
used in step may

hydrogen. The car
dioxide. In a

therefore co.prrse -y^ =
diQXlde in step «b)

pre£errede—^ dloxide topped up « «qUired

Tcrrn -oLde exacted £ro. the a..

Both hydrogen .d^^^^Z
- - in the electrolYSis step

to generate further hydrogen.

- >»1 energy for use in the electrolysis

Tup electrical enei-yy

of j:: in step ... -y s «*

conventionalr^^".^ for use in

the invention «.^^/^ renewabl e energy

storing electrxcxty produce y ^^
sources, for example solar

generated is

PO-— ^—
t r e ^tantlally with *-

;
highly unpredictable or varr ^ ^^ be

time of day or the t« of V«r.
by

Useful for the storage^^Ll stations during

nuclear or oil, gas or ^ ^ the

pe»ods of low de„,
nd, ready^^ & ^

Serration using renewable energy sources rs

preferred.

The use of^ r
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,atalVSts for this reaction are well known in

"'ana ' clercially available. Puel ceils for

T direct conversion of methanol to electricity are

the direct
methanol or methanol /water

also known. Alterna J hydrogen and carbon

the caroon dioxide « be recycled for reaction wrth

further hydrogen to generate further methanol.

^ a further feature of the present

. :ir v. *^ ««»-

Z
eZ :JZ °* electrical energy, said method

comprising the following steps:

15 (a)

(b)

(c)

electrolysis of water to yield hydrogen;

reaction of the hydrogen fro, step (a) to for. a

methanol /water mixture;

storage of the methanol/water mixture; and

! 1 use of the methanol/water mixture xn an

(d) subsequent use ox m
internal combustion engine or to generate

electricity either directly or indirectly.

Again, the electricity used in step (a) may be

^rt bv any conventional generating means,
generated by any

renewable energy

25 Electrical energy gen
^ ^
^ ^

sources is preferrea.

preferably reacted with carbon dioxide

.

^ i n«, a useful chemical in its own right

.

Methanol is a usem
above

3 0 Kather than use-^J^^if^ -»
methods for conversion rnto *

£or

as an industrial feedstock or used as a fuel i

™ie an internal conation engined vehicle.

In addition to methanol being a useful

. , ln its own right, hydrogen is also an important

chemical m its own a
, uf1rnaeI1 qas is

industrial feedstock. The storage of hydrogen g
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complicated by its potentially explosive nature and the

tact that it must be stored under pressure or as a

cryogenic liquid. Rather than using the hydrogen

regenerated in any of the methods of the invention to

5 power a fuel cell, it can be used for other uses, for

example as an industrial feedstock.

According to a further feature of the present

invention, there is therefore provided a method for the

10 production and storage of hydrogen, said method

comprising the following steps:

(a) electrolysis of water to yield hydrogen;
^

15 (b , reaction of the hydrogen from step (a, with carbon

dioxide to form at least one storage compound;

(c) storage of said storage compound; and

20 ( d, subsequent conversion of said storage compound back

into hydrogen and optionally also carbon droxrde.

Again, the electricity used in step (a, may be

generated by any conventional generating

25 Electrical energy generation using renewable energy

source, is preferred. If water is formed as a by-

product of the reaction of hydrogen and carbon droxrde

Le storage compound may be formed, stored and used m

the form of a mixture with water.

30

A preferred storage compound for the storage of

hydrogen is methanol, optionally in the form of a

mixture with water.

The hydrogen storage method of the invention has

35
! hi,, it is flexible and readily adaptable

the advantage that it is riexi
h

to the storage of varying amounts of hydrogen. Rather
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as a potentially explosive gas, the

than being stored a a ^ ^ ^ or

hydrogen is stored x ^ corapound

storage co^ound/water m xtu ^
may be a gas. liquid or ^ ^

5 irarr:^::::- u .—
under standard conditions.

f a storage compound to store the hydrogen

The use of a storciye r

iQ also has th .vantage that the

r:r;rsrorage
transported whilst - - ^„, thus

^fdln the potential hasards of transporting hydrogen

gas under pressure or as a cryogenic liquid. ,

15
. be further illustrated, by way

„« j:r;~.*. » - »——

-

Figure 1 illustrates in schematic form one

embodim!nt of an electrical energy storage system

according to the invention;

, illustrates in schematic form the
Figure 2 xllust ^ ^ electrical

processing steps x an e ^ ^
energy storage ~«^°f

optionally in a mixture

storage compound is metnanu

with water; and

Figure 3 illustrates in schematic form an example

rrnrntirrr-^ * -
optionally in a mixture with water,-

4 illustrates in schematic form an example

P xgure «

Qf a regeneration means of an

of the component layou to the

embodiment of an energy

20

25
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i ic, the storage compound and

invention wherein -thano a
the ^

is stored and used as a mixtu

•n .urates in schematic form one

Figure l i"»"'^'
al energy storage system

5
embodiment of an ele

example from the

according to the invention. Water,

mains supply, is euppl-dv a in e
t

X

^ ^ ^ &

known type and then^ a unlt £or the

10 aiso of a Known type. o«*pr

electrolysis of water
. whlcn i3 discharged

iB electrolysed to produce oxyg
.

&
5 and hydrogen which is

through outlet 5, an y
^ ^ opt ional, as it

outlet 6 to a dryer ^^ fi£ter

15 is not essential that t J ^ , compressor S to a

drying, the hydrogen ^ hydrogen is

pressurised hydrogen storage
ctor 10

reacted with carbon
fQrm a storage

containing a suitab e catalys" a mlxture

20 compound, for example ^ l^age compouna or

with water. PIP*
as some unreacted

storage co^^^^ ^ification means ».

hydrogen and carbon dioxide P
d/water

Pur ified storage compound or to g ^
mxture is fed«

,^ whilst any unreacted

mean

; r "p-^y *» p«"—

—

ana are

TO generatee^,---^
storage compound/water -^ *

means M . «
^rage means via 21

a suitable fuel cell,

regeneration means 2 ^ storage

and optionally a reaCt0r
ound/water mixture bacK into

35 compound or—e^,"

Fuel celis and reactors

25

30
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„f the regeneration means may be

generated
by Zprssl, to a pressurised

recycled via pipe » ^ supplled to the

storage vessel 20. "V. ^ „„1 «.
10 from P--»

d Qxide , the storage vessel

addition to
"=f

led

a

C

n

a

fnitial carbon dioxide store XS

2 0 is supplied fro. » '
„ mean, 17 . The

and/or a carbon droxide/air P

separation^ "
an cutlet iS for carbon

plus an air supply inlet

dioxide-free air.

„ a in the regeneration means 22 may be

wate producea - th
storage tank 2 .

recycled via pipe ^

t«tes in schematic form an

Figure 2 illustrates i
rf

embodiment of the elect»«^ ^
the invention ^Sunlight °"^
or a methanol/water mixtur

The electricity

panels is used to generate • and

-

0 ls used to electrolyse ' ^ carbon dioxide to

oxygen.
-

ixtuIe . The

produce methanol or a methan / extracted from

Lrbon dioxide may
the system. «-

the air or brought f« ^ fee stored in a

methanol or -than0l/

;s
at

r:quired ,
either directly m a

tank, and then used as r q
lty , or

methanol fuel cell to produce ^ ^
dissociated --^f^gen fuel cell. m either

hydrogen then used m Y ^ . s , slde

case, electricity is ge»« ^ ^ environment

product. The water may be * ^^ if desired.

n for use in 011

or recycled tor u

layout for one e^««^' invention wherel

-r r:rr^ «-
components

methanol is tn«

25

30
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of the system are provided in a cabinet which in a

• tBm it is envisaged, might be of similar
domestic sy tern l " « 9

Electriclty supply means
dimensions to a refrigerator

25 supply electrical energy, for example solar energy,

to thfsystem. water is introduced into the system via

inlet X The electrical energy is used to electrolyse

relea'sed to the atmosphere via outlet 5. The hyd g

is reacted with carbon dioxide, introduced via inlet 26,

Troduce methanol or a methanol/water mixture via a

series of reaction steps. The methanol may be

transferred via inlet and outlet means 13, 21 to and

Tom suitable ^.e means (not shown, as require*,

The methanol or^^^^^^
directly in a methanol tuei cen t>

^dissociated into hydrogen and carbon dioxide d the

hydrogen used in a hydrogen fuel cell. Electri

supplied from the system via line 27.

Figure 4 illustrates in schematic form a component

layout for a regeneration means according to one

T- \ of an electrical energy storage system
embodiment of an electr

compound Is

according to the invention The P

^d back into hydrogen and carbon dioxide. The
converted back int y

re£ormer „hicU contains

fe' talk (not shown, for use in the production of

rther metLLl. The recycled carbon dioxide may -

topped up as necessary via pipe 32 from a source

supplementary CO;
(not shown) .
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, f rhe carbon dioxide, hydrogen gas

A£ter re.oval of ^ ^ tQ convert any

lB passed through a cataly ^ monoxide may

carbon
-noxide to °»^~

of the £uel eel! 30. ^
i-rfere with the^^electriclty in a fuel cell

^j^sr- «

—

dioxide present -

. „m be further illustrated by

The i-^X^ non-lifting B—s.
reference to the

20

The Exa.Ples I^Tt^
electrical energy storag y

methanol /water

mention which use,
generated

mixture to store off-pe .

s used to

electricity.
A W1C3l

o7
U

t

S

he system with varying

illustrate the wor.mg of tl» ^^ pane, s

amounts of sunlight^ It ^ ^ ^ the

cover the whole of the
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The amount o £ methanol - - —
- - - r r::

f

rh:r::t: l**. »

national grxa
£or storage .

stored

used to produce furth
electricity as

• QI1„inp (option 2) •

internal combustion engine (op

where the amount of methanol produced

In situations wher t needed tQ

1S and stored during the day ^ &ny

generate eleotrxcxty to
^ ^ national grld ,

exces s electricity may be e p
electricity

or the -thanol stored to meet ^ ^^ ^
demand. alternatively, exces

_ £uel cell

" ion 4- -—
*
—

•


